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Dear Shane 

 
 
NORTHERN IRELAND PUBLIC SERVICE PENSIONS  
 
 
At the Committee meeting on 9 January 2013, Corporate HR officials provided 
information on proposals for the introduction of a Public Service Pensions Bill in 
the Assembly.  The Minister announced his intention to introduce this Bill in his 
speech to the Assembly on 26 November 2012.  In this speech, the Minister also 
provided details to the Assembly of potential costs associated with failing to meet 
the HM Treasury deadline of April 2015 for the introduction of pension reform.  
Subsequently, the Department provided the Assembly Research and Information 
Service information in relation to the calculation of the estimated figures on 12 
December 2012.  
 
The Government Actuary's Department (GAD) provided data indicating, in broad 
terms, the financial impacts of the Public Service Pensions Bill provisions and in 
particular the quantitative analysis considering the savings in respect of pension 
rights earned after 2015. GAD adopted a simplified methodology to calculate the 
contribution rates for the Northern Ireland Health Service Pension Scheme based 
on percentage assumptions of membership retiring at normal pension age and 
leaving the scheme prior to normal pension age. DFP officials used this 
methodology to estimate costs for the other main Northern Ireland Public Service 
Pensions and the estimated costs were estimated to be in excess of £260m. 
 
 
The Department has established a working group in conjunction with the 
Northern Ireland Committee of Irish Congress of Trade Unions (NIC-ICTU) to 



facilitate discussions with Trade Unions on the Public Service Pensions Bill.  At a 
meeting of this group on 14 February NIC-ICTU requested sight of a letter, 
received by the Department from the Government Actuary’s Department (GAD), 
which sets out the potential cost of not applying revised pension arrangements 
for the Northern Ireland Health and Social Care Scheme from April 2015.  This 
correspondence has now been provided to NIC-ICTU for discussion at the next 
meeting scheduled for 5 March 2013. 
 
I now attach, for the information of the Committee, the GAD letter of 5 October 
2012 (Annex A) and a subsequent E-mail of 18 October (Annex B) which 
provides more detail and assurances of the figures provided. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
 
JUDITH FINLAY 
Departmental Assembly Liaison Officer 
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                                                                                                                     Annex B 
 
From: James Pepler [mailto:James.Pepler@gad.gov.uk]  

Sent: 18 October 2012 10:54 
To: Nesbitt, Grace; Coyle, Margaret 

Cc: Miskelly, Margaret; Michael Scanlon; George Russell; Ian Boonin; PCSPS(NI) 
Subject: PROTECT - SCHEME MANAGEMENT: RE: Revised Scheme Costings 

Grace 
 
We are aware that at a recent MOCOP teleconference the advice in our letter of 5 October 
and, in particular the figure of £100m, was discussed and you also mentioned this figure had 
been used to answer an Assembly Question last week.  I understand it was suggested in the 
MOCOP meeting that the figures were higher than expected.  This email provides some 
further assurance.   
 
Our letter discusses some of the reasons for higher cost in NI relative to E&W, including the 
differences in demographic assumptions in Northern Ireland and England and Wales.   
 
The £100 million figure is the annual cost of not implementing reforms in the long term.  It is 
then important to understand the sensitivity of this figure in the short term to the policy 
stance taken towards transitional protection.  Broadly speaking, the proposal in E&W is that 
members of existing schemes on 1 April 2012 who have ten years or less to normal 
retirement age will be able to remain in their current scheme (with a taper arrangement for 
those up to 13-14 years from normal retirement age).  
 
If all aspects of reform are delayed by 1 year, including both the date of implementation of 
new scheme and transitional arrangements then, as stated in our letter of 5 Oct 2012, the 
cost relative to implementation in 2015 for the HSCSS would be, broadly, £100m for each 
year that the implementation of a new scheme was postponed.  That is, if the new scheme 
was implemented from April 2016 (rather than April 2015) and members within 10 years of 
pension age in April 2013 were protected (rather April 2012) plus a 3-4 year taper then the 
cost for HSCSS would be, broadly, £100m.  This figure is a capitalised cost but includes the 
cost of additional accrual in 2015/16 and for the following seven years for the additional 
members who would be protected compared with England and Wales.  It is not clear 
whether HMT would seek to obtain this money entirely in 2015/16 or over the period 2015/16 
to 2022/23. 
 
Alternatively, if the new scheme was implemented from April 2016 (rather than April 2015) 
but protection was as for England and Wales (i.e. members within 10 years of pension age 
in April 2012 were protected plus a 3-4 year taper in addition) then the cost for HSCSS 
would be less than £100m.  Please let us know if you would like us to calculate any figures 
for this latter scenario.   
 
I note that  the answer to the AQ, which we did not see beforehand, did not go into this level 
of detail, perhaps deliberately so.  Nevertheless, I think it is important to have the 
background set out in this e-mail to help respond to possible follow-up questions. 
 
(This e-mail should be read in conjunction with our 5 October letter.) 
 
Regards 
 
James 
 



GAD seeks to achieve a high standard in all our work. Please go to our website for details of the standards we apply. 

This email and any attachments are confidential and are intended solely for the use by the named addressee(s). You must not present 
this message to another party without gaining permission from the sender. If you are not the intended recipient you must not copy, 
distribute or use this email or the information contained in it for any purpose other than to notify us. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately, and delete this email from your system. 

We do not guarantee that this material is free from viruses or any other defects although due care has been taken to minimise the risk. 
The Government Actuary’s Department may monitor email traffic data and the content of emails for IT security purposes. 
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